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ABSTRACT 
We analyzed the production of siderophores by endophytic bacteria Methylobacterium spp., which occupy the same niche as 
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) in citrus plants.  All strains of Methylobacterium spp. tested were CAS-positive for siderophore 
production.  Methylobacterium spp. produced hydroxamate-type, but not catechol-type siderophores.  Specific primers for 
pyoverdin, a hydroxamate type ferrisiderophore receptor gene were used to amplify this gene from Methylobacterium strains.  
The growth of Xf was stimulated by the presence of a supernatant-siderophore of endophytic Methylobacterium 
mesophilicum. If Xf is able to use heterologous siderophores during its establishment inside the host plant, it may benefit 
from production of siderophores by endophytic symbionts. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Endophytes colonize the living, internal tissues of plants without causing any immediate, over negative effects (Hallmann et 
al., 1997; Azevedo et al., 2000).  Research has shown that endophytic microorganisms isolated from surface disinfected plant 
tissues exhibit a potential as biocontrol agents against phytopathogens (Sturz et al., 1998) and insects (Azevedo et al., 2000) 
as well as increasing plant growth and hastening plant development (Lodewyckx et al., 2002).  However, synergistic 
interactions between endophytes and phytopathogens have not been studied yet. 
 
Bacterial siderophores are low-molecular-weight compounds with high iron (III) chelating affinity (Sharma and Johri, 2003) 
that are responsible for the solubilization and transport of iron (III) into bacterial cells.  Iron is an essential mineral and its 
sequestration by specific bacterial siderophores may induce the development of plant disease (Nachin et al., 2003; Etchegaray 
et al., 2004).  Acquisition of iron from siderophores produced by other microbial species has already been described for 
Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium (Martinez et al., 1990), Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae (Diarra et al., 1996), 
Streptomyces sp. (Imbert et al., 1995), and Arthrobacter flavescens (Winkelmann, 1991). 
 
Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) is the causal agent of Citrus Variegated Chlorosis (CVC), which is an important disease of citrus 
species (Hartung et al., 1994).  In Brazil, over 70 million sweet orange trees (38%) are affected, and CVC is responsible for 
losses of US$ 100 million per year to the Brazilian citrus industry, affecting all commercial sweet orange varieties (de Souza 
et al., 2005).  Xf was the first plant pathogen to have its genome completely sequenced and putative genes for membrane 
receptors, including siderophores, were found (Simpson et al., 2000). 
 
The genus Methylobacterium, which occupies the same ecological niche as X. fastidiosa, was the most frequently isolated 
endophytic bacterium from CVC-symptomatic citrus plants (Citrus sinensis).  Recently, an interaction between 
Methylobacterium species and Xf was strongly indicated (Araújo et al., 2002; Lacava et al., 2004). 
 
OBJECTIVES 
The aim of this study was to evaluate the ability of Methylobacterium spp., isolated as citrus endophytic bacteria (Araújo et 
al., 2002), to produce siderophores and to investigate the capacity of Xf to use siderophores produced by Methylobacterium 
mesophilicum (M. mesophilicum) for growth and development. 
 
RESULTS 
All strains of Methylobacterium spp. tested were CAS-positive for siderophores production (Table 1), and the siderophores 
production tested by the CAS-agar assay revealed that 66% of CVC-symptomatic, 55% of uninfected, 20% of asymptomatic 
and 10% of tangerine strains of Methylobacterium spp., showed very high production.  Also, all strains of Methylobacterium 
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spp. were negative in the Arnow assay, which means that, these strains are negative for catechol-type siderophores (Table 1).  
However, all strains of Methylobacterium spp were able to product hydromate-type to varying degrees as shown by the by 
Csák assay (Table 1). 
 
Only three strains of endophytic Methylobacterium (AR5.1/5, AR5.1/6 and AR1.6/2) were PCR positive (Table 1), but these 
three strains were isolated from plants that showed CVC symptoms (Araújo et al., 2002).  The strains AR5.1/5 and AR5.1/6 
also produced very high concentrations of siderophore in the CAS-agar assay.  These primers were developed to detect 
pyoverdin, a siderophore hydroxamate-type receptor, in X. fastidiosa (Pacheco et al., 2001) and these same primers 
recognized at least in three strains of Methylobacterium the same amplicon detected in Xf. 
 
Growth of the Xf in PW broth medium was stimulated by the presence of M. mesophilicum supernatants that contained 
siderophores (Figure 1) and inhibition of this same strain was observed in the negative control (PW broth medium without a 
source of iron) (Figure1). 
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Figure 1.  Effect of cell-free supernatants of the endophytic bacteria M. mesophilicum (AR5.1/5 and AR5.1/6 strains) with 
siderophore-production on the growth of Xf in PW broth medium.  Negative control: PW broth medium without a source of 
iron and positive control: standard PW broth medium.  Different letters on bars for same treatment means statistic difference 
by Tukey’s test at 5% of significance. 
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Table 1. Siderophore production by endophytic Methylobacterium strains. 

Strains CAS-Agar 
Univesal test* 

Csák test* 
(Hydroxamate-type) 

Arnow test* 
(Catechol-type) PCR** 

AR1.6/1 + + - - 
AR1.6/6 +++ ++ - - 
AR3/20 ++ + - - 
AR4/19 + + - - 
AR5/1 ++ + - - 

AR5.1/4 +++ + - - 
AR5.1/5 +++ +++ - + 
AR5.1/6 +++ ++ - + 
AR1.6/2 + + - + 
AR1.6/3 +++ + - - 
AR1.6/8 +++ + - - 

AR1.6/11 ++ + - - 
AR1.6/4 + + - - 
ER1/21 + + - - 
ER1.6/1 + + - - 
ER1.6/4 ++ ++ - - 
ER1.6/5 +++ + - - 
ER5/2 ++ + - - 

SR1.6/6 +++ + - - 
SR1.6/13 ++ ++ - - 
SR3/27 ++ ++ - - 
SR1.6/1 +++ + - - 

SR1.6/15 ++ + - - 
SR5/4 ++ ++ - - 

SR1.4/10 +++ ++ - - 
SR1.6/4 +++ + - - 
SR1.6/2 +++ + - - 
PR1/3 + + - - 

PR1.4/10 +++ + - - 
PR2/2 + + - - 
PR3/5 + + - - 
PR3/11 ++ ++ - - 
PR3/15 + + - - 
PR5/4 + + - - 

PR5.1/1 ++ + - - 
PR3/8 ++ ++ - - 
PR3/17 ++ + - - 
* Intensity: -, none; +, low; ++, high; +++, very high 
**Presence (+) or absence (-) of PCR product 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The present data corroborates the hypotheses that there is a relationship between Xf, causal agent of CVC, and the endophytic 
bacteria Methylobacterium (Araújo et al., 2002; Lacava et al., 2004).  In addition, our results indicated that Xf was able to use 
Methylobacterium siderophores in vitro as a source of iron (Figure 1), and suggested that in some instances 
Methylobacterium could help the growth of Xf, particularly under environmental conditions where iron sources are limited.  
Iron-siderophore complexes are taken up by specific transport systems, but some microorganisms have also developed 
transport systems for heterologous siderophores produced by other species (Raaijmakers et al., 1995; Howard, 1999). 
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Endophytes must compete with plant cells for iron supply, and therefore siderophore production may be highly important for 
endophytic growth (Idris et al., 2004).  Additionally, the production of siderophores has been reported to be one of the 
mechanisms to outcompete pathogens (O’Sullivan and O’Gara, 1992; Schippers et al., 1987) and may have the same function 
in endophytes.  The present study suggested that Xf can use molecules produced by endophytic bacteria as siderophores.  In 
this context, as a factor influencing the symptom of CVC (Pacheco et al., 2001; Silva-Stenico et al., 2005), the genus 
Methylobacterium could help Xf to survive inside the xylem vessels because competition for iron in the environment has an 
important role in microbial systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
In California, information regarding the population structure and genetic diversity as well as the genetic evolutionary and 
epidemiological relationships among Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) strains in agricultural populations is not clear.  To develop 
effective management strategies, we need to understand pathogen population structure and genetic diversity in the 
agricultural ecosystem.  Here we report development and utilization of two multilocous marker systems, Simple Sequence 
Repeats (SSR) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) for genotyping and assessing genetic diversity of Xf in California.  
Strain diversity studies using SSRs on samples from different geographic populations and/or from different hosts 
demonstrated that host selection plays an important role in Xf genetic differentiation among agricultural populations in 
California.  Whole-genome comparison of four sequenced strains identified 12,754 potential SNPs in coding sequences and 
20,779 SNPs in non-coding regions across four Xf strains.  Small scale validation (16 loci) tests showed that SNP genotype is 
tightly linked to the hosts from which the strains were derived.  Together, SNP and SSR marker systems appear to be useful 
tools for pathogen detection and population genetic analyses. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Host plant resistance is a critical component of integrated crop management.  However, durability of resistant grape plants 
depends upon the variability and adaptability of the pathogen population as well as disease resistance gene(s).  Population 
genetics research demonstrates that the evolutionary potential of a pathogen is reflected in its genetic diversity and its genetic 
structure.  Pathogen populations with higher evolutionary potential are more likely to overcome host resistance than pathogen 
populations with a lower evolutionary potential (MacDonald and Linde, 2002).  The resulting changes in population structure 
or virulence can lead to host resistance breakdown.  Therefore, understanding pathogen genetic diversity is critical in 
developing an effective disease control strategy.  To characterize population structures of Xylella fastidiosa (Xf) and to 
understand genetic diversity of Xf in agricultural systems, sensitive and accurate marker system(s) are required.  The goal of 
this project is to develop a reliable marker system(s) that unambiguously identifies Xf strains from various geographic 
locations and host plants and further to understand the pathogen dynamics.  Previously, we reported the development of 
multilocus simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers for Xf population genetic analysis (Lin et al., 2005).  This marker system 
appeared to be sensitive in detection and powerful in discriminating Xf genotypes.  This marker system also provides high 
throughput capability for a large scale population sample analyses.  Recently, we developed a new marker system; single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).  We performed whole-genome sequence analysis of CVC, PD, ALS and OLS strains and 
identified potential SNP loci in both coding and non-coding regions (Doddapaneni et al., 2006).  This marker system has 
proven to be powerful and reliable for distinguishing genetic relatedness. This marker system is very sensitive, has a high 
degree of specificity, and is quite powerful in detecting genetic polymorphism.  Further, adaptability to high a through-put 
diagnostic platform makes this system an ideal tool for large scale studies of Xf population genetics and epidemiological risk 
assessment analyses. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
1. Analyze Xf seasonal population dynamics; spatial and temporal disease development and genetic diversity. 
2. Comparative whole genome analyses of the X. fastidiosa strains to identify SNP loci and develop SNP based marker 

system for fingerprinting Xf strains. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Objective 1. 
Previously, we analyzed genetic diversities and geographic population structures of Xf in California vineyards (Napa, 
Sonoma and Kern and Riverside counties).  Results based on multi-locus SSR marker systems and hierarchical sampling 


